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The magnetic reconnection experiment has been constructed to investigate the fundamental physics
of magnetic reconnection in a well-controlled laboratory setting. This device creates an environment
satisfying the criteria for a magnetohydrodynamic plasma~S@ 1,r i ! L!. The boundary conditions
can be controlled externally, and experiments with fully three-dimensional reconnection are now
possible. In the initial experiments, the effects of the third vector component of reconnecting fields
have been studied. Two distinctively different shapes of neutral sheet current layers, depending on
the third component, are identified during driven magnetic reconnection. Without the third
component~antiparallel or null–helicity reconnection!, a thin double-Y-shaped diffusion region is
identified. A neutral sheet current profile is measured accurately to be as narrow as the order of the
ion gyroradius. In the presence of an appreciable third component~co-helicity reconnection!, an
O-shaped diffusion region appears and grows into a spheromak configuration. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~97!92905-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Interplay between plasma and magnetic field is b
manifested by magnetic reconnection, a topological re
rangement of magnetic-field lines.1–4 Magnetic reconnection
is considered to be a key process in the evolution of s
flares5–9 and in the dynamics of the earth’s magne
sphere.10–14 It also occurs as one of the relaxation proces
in fusion research plasmas,15,16and it often plays a dominan
role in determining the confinement characteristics of hi
temperature fusion plasmas.

The study of solar flares has been intensified due to
availability of soft x-ray pictures of the sun recently taken
the Yohkoh satellite.8 Solar flares provide a paradigm fo
physical systems where magnetic energy is stored in a fo
free magnetic equilibrium configuration and then, via slo
adjustment of an external condition, brought to a situation
ideal magnetohydrodynamic~MHD! instability that forms
intense current sheets and initiates reconnection. The ev
ing solar flares17 are the best known example of rapid co
version of magnetic energy into heat. Recent theoret
work has focused on two-dimensional~2-D! models of the
evolution of force-free magnetic arcades17,18whose field-line
feet are advected by flows in the solar photosphere. H
ever, it has been recognized that in realistic boundary co
tions the effects of the third magnetic-field component pla
an important role.19

The most common description of magnetic field-line
connection is shown in Fig. 1~a!, on which the 2-D theory
has been based.20–23In actual reconnection phenomena, su
as in solar flares, the magnetosphere, and most labora
experiments, the magnetic field lines have three vector c
ponents as illustrated in Fig. 1~b!. When the third componen
~toroidal field! vanishes in both plasmas@null–helicity case,
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Fig. 1~i!#, the conventional 2-D reconnection is applicable.
the presence of a third component~1! the field lines recon-
nect at an angle when unidirectional toroidal fields exist@co-
helicity case, Fig. 1~ii !# or ~2! they reconnect with antiparal
lel geometry when the toroidal fields are oppositely direc
@counter-helicity case, Fig. 1~iii !#. Note that the reconnecting
field lines are antiparallel for both null–helicity and counte
helicity merging. Although case~i! and case~iii ! in Fig. 1~b!
are similar in local description, they can be quite different
the global MHD picture.

Dayside reconnection in the terrestrial magne
sphere10–12 is depicted as a series of ‘‘flux transfer events
and has a strong dependence on the merging angles of
lines. It has been recognized that the third vector compon
plays an important role in the reconnection process.11,24 It
has also been known that the merging angle of reconnec
field lines plays an important role in the dayside magne
pause: namely, southward solar winds@or interplanetary
magnetic field~IMF!# reconnect much faster with the earth
dipole field ~northward! than northward IMF.12,14

Major and minor disruptions of tokamak plasmas f
magnetic fusion research are caused by reconnection of m
netic field lines, resulting in degradation of confineme
properties.16,25 It is rather difficult to monitor precise evolu
tion of field lines in hot tokamak plasmas since it takes pla
in a high-energy-density environment that destroys pro
and is unsuitable for local measurement of magnetic fie
Recently, evolution of the safety factor~q profile! has been
measured by motional Stark effect diagnostics26 assuming
axisymmetry. During a sawtooth crash, magnetic reconn
tion has been verified as partial mixing of field lines, and t
resulting small changes of theq profile are documented. It is
shown16 that theq values stay substantially below unity, de
spite the fact that the electron temperature contour evolu
from electron cyclotron emission diagnostics apparen
show Kadomtsev-type full reconnection patterns. A simul
neous analysis of the electron temperature profile
q-profile evolutions has lead to the proposal of a model16 in
(5)/1936/9/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Two-dimensional@case~a!# and three-dimensional@case~b!# views of magnetic reconnection. When the third vector component is zero,
reconnecting field lines are exactly antiparallel@null–helicity, case~i!#. With the same or opposite third field component, field lines reconnect oblique
co-helicity @case~ii !# and the reconnecting field lines are again antiparallel in counter-helicity@case iii#.
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which a nonaxisymmetric, three-dimensional~3-D! MHD
mode plays an essential role in driving field-line reconn
tion. This mode forces reconnection to occur at the poin
the weakest magnetic field. Fast parallel transport along
newly connected field lines can cause a rapid efflux of in
nal energy through the X-point region and, thus, create a
crash of the central plasma pressure.

The MRX ~Magnetic Reconnection Experimen!
device27 has been constructed to investigate the fundame
physics of magnetic reconnection in a well-controlled lab
ratory setting. This device creates an environment satisfy
the criteria for MHD plasmas, and the boundary conditio
can be controlled externally. The primary objective of MR
is the fundamental study of reconnection utilizing a ve
flexible merging toroidal plasma configuration as portray
in Figs. 2 and 3. The overall initial geometry is axisymmet
~and, hence, 2-D!, but nonaxisymmetric configurations ca
also be formed to study 3-D characteristics of mergi
These plasmas have high conductivity with a large Lundq
numberS of approximately 103 and ion gyroradii smaller
than the plasma scale length, permitting true MHD flows
develop.

Initial experiments on the merging of two annular pla
mas have been carried out successfully on MRX. The goa
our experimental work is to create a number of differe
initial states and to study:~1! whether we can create th
familiar axisymmetric 2-D reconnection layer and wheth
reconnection processes remain axisymmetric or spont
ously lead to 3-D phenomena,~2! how the reconnection rat
depends on the third component of merging fields,~3! the
dependence of the reconnection rate on global MHD for
that can be controlled by external boundary conditions,
~4! the MHD plasma flows associated with reconnection a
their conversion to heat. Some of the above issues have
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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addressed in our initial experiments and in the TS-3 exp
ments at the University of Tokyo.28–31 In all these areas, we
believe the inter-relationship between the global magn
configuration and the resistive reconnection region will p
a key role in determining the reconnection features.

FIG. 2. Schematic views of~a! double annular plasma configuration and~b!
double spheromak configuration in the MRX.
1937Yamada et al.
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II. PHYSICS ISSUES OF MAGNETIC RECONNECTION

To describe the motion of magnetic field lines in
plasma, Eq.~1!, for the evolution of the magnetic fieldB, can
be derived by combining Maxwell equations and Ohm’s la

]B

]t
5“3~v3B!1

h

m0
¹2B. ~1!

The first term on the right-hand side represents motion
field lines frozen-in to the plasma.1 The second term de-
scribes diffusion of magnetic fields with the diffusion coe
ficient proportional to the plasma resistivity. The represen
tive time scale for the second term,tD5m0L

2/h, is called
the diffusion time, whereL is the scale of the plasma, andh
andm0 are the plasma resistivity and the vacuum permea
ity, respectively. If the Lundquist number is defined byS
[ tD /tA , wheretA [ L/VA ~VA is the Alfvén speed!, it must
be significantly larger than unity in order for the plasma to
treated as an MHD fluid. For typical MHD plasmas such
solar flares,S . 1010, for tokamaks,S . 107, and for the
MRX27and TS-328–31experiments,S; 102–103.

Ideal MHD deals with the physics of highly conductin
~h50! fluids, where the approximationEi 5 E • B/B 5 0 is
valid. Physically, this approximation means that finite par
lel currents can be drawn by vanishingly small electric field
WhenEi 5 0, one can prove1 that magnetic field lines move
with the fluid and remain intact. This corresponds to putti
h50 in Eq. ~1!. But ideal hydromagnetic flows can lead t
singular current density sheets20–23whereEi becomes suffi-
ciently large so that a magnetic field line can lose its origin
identity and reconnect to another field line. The topology
the magnetic configuration changes and largej3B hydro-
magnetic forces often result.

Research on the fundamental physics processes of re
nection and their hydromagnetic consequences has b
largely theoretical. Most theories of magnetic reconnect
are based on steady-state, 2-D models with magnetic
points and laminar flows. The Sweet–Parker,20,21Petschek,22

and Sonnerup23models are well known. The extensive litera
ture of 2-D theoretical research has remained unchallen
by a decisive MHD plasma experiment. Only a few rece
laboratory experiments have created an MHD plasma en

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the MRX device.
1938 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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ronment in which the global boundary condition can be e
ternally controlled, despite the fact that magnetic reconn
tion always occurs during plasma formation and
configuration change and is regarded as the most impor
self-organization phenomenon in plasmas. A series of
periments were carried out by Stenzel and Gekelman usi
linear plasma device in which reconnection was induced
driving currents in parallel plate conductors.32,33 The effects
of the third field components were not studied in their e
periments. Although the ion gyroradius was too large anS
was too small for their plasmas to be fully in the MH
regime, thorough local measurements were made. The l
force on the plasmaj3B 2 “p was compared with the mea
sured particle acceleration. It was found that the ion acc
eration was strongly modified by the scattering of wave t
bulence. Current sheet formation was also demonstra
experimentally in a linear device.34

In recent years, theorists have shown that the fl
conserving sequence of ideal MHD equilibria must deve
singular 2-D current sheets. Specific examples have been
culated for reconnection in tokamak plasmas,25 solar arcade
models,17,18 and forced reconnection. Double plasma reco
nection geometry is expected to satisfy similar flux cons
vation constraints and, within the context of ideal MH
equilibria, develop singular current sheets. Thus, MRX w
investigate how these 2-D theoretical singular current sh
are manifested in a real experiment, and it will investiga
the relationship between the features of the current sheet
the third component of the merging field lines, global for
ing, and the reconnection rate.

The physics of three component magnetic reconnec
has been investigated by axially merging two sphe
maks28–31 in TS-3, a sister device of MRX at the Universit
of Tokyo in Japan. In these experiments, two toroidal plas
rings, with equal or opposite helicity, are formed and brou
together. The MRX device27 has been built to analyze com
prehensively magnetic reconnection by extending the st
of this phenomena with larger sizes, higherS number, and
more versatile configurations.

III. APPARATUS OF THE MRX EXPERIMENT

Figure 2 presents a schematic of two typical operatio
modes of MRX which has been designed with much flexib
ity and uses two flux cores to form plasmas by induct
discharges.35 For example, when the external field~and,
hence, the inwardj3B force! is weak, the plasma is no
forced away from the flux cores. Figure 2~a! shows that, in
this case, the plasma assumes an annular configuration
rounding the flux cores, and the reconnection driving forc
are controlled by the rate at which toroidal current is induc
into the annular plasmas. Thus, the reconnection rate ca
studied with a variety of external driving forces. An altern
tive method to induce reconnection is to merge two sphe
maks formed separately, as shown in Fig. 2~b!. This configu-
ration can be converted to yet another configuration whe
two spheromaks contact each other at a point by tilting,
stead of along an axisymmetric ring. Therefore, one sho
envision the double spheromak not as a single-reconnec
Yamada et al.
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experiment but as a facility capable of magnetic reconn
tion and turbulence studies under a variety of external d
ing forces.

Figure 3 shows the present MRX device. The 1.5 m w
and 1.5 m long vacuum vessel contains two flux cores, e
with a 37.5 cm major radius and a 9.4 cm minor radius. T
surface of each flux core is covered by a thin coating~0.1
mm! of Inconel-625, which prevents direct interaction
plasma discharges with the epoxy-based core. The Inc
surface coat was electroarc spray deposited on an alum
filled epoxy substrate, which was applied directly onto t
core overwrap. Just underneath the core overwrap is an
minum shell conductor, which has two toroidal and two p
loidal cuts and is present to help smooth flux surfaces aro
the core. The interior of the core consists of a bolted stac
three solid 6 cm thick sheets of G10~epoxy–glass laminate!.
The G10 was premachined with both toroidal and heli
poloidal grooves sized to accept the 1.3 cm flexible ca
conductors, which comprise the core field windings. Ins
the core, there is a four-turn poloidal-field~PF! coil that car-
ries a toroidal current and a helical 36-turn toroidal solen
~toroidal field or TF coil!, which can be split into two 18-turn
segments. The self-inductances of the four-turn PF coil
the 36-turn TF coil are 2062 mH and 2061 mH, respec-
tively. The distance between the flux cores can be adjuste
an optimum length for each reconnection experiment.
mirror-shaped, steady-state equilibrium field~EF! is added to
keep the reconnection regime aroundR537.5 cm ~Figs. 2
and 4!.

MRX uses up to eight 60mF, 20 kV capacitors to ener
gize each of the TF and PF coils. We have available th
sets of capacitor banks, each with up to 96 kJ of sto
energy. By connecting the TF and PF coils with various
configurations, pulsed currents of various rise times rang
from 20 to 100ms can be drawn into both coils. By proper
programing these currents, the gas is broken down via
inductive electric field and plasma current, and the inter
toroidal field can be generated.35 The vacuum vessel is
pumped down to 1–231026 Torr for the present experi
mental research, and the fill gas is H2 .

For standard conditions~ne50.1–231014 cm23, Te
5 10–30 eV), MRX will have resistive, strongly magnetize
plasmas. Both the electron and ion gyrofrequencies will
above their respective collision frequenciesvcete ; 130,
vcit i ; 3. The mean-free path against Coulomb collisions
approximately 1–5 cm, justifying a resistive, hydrodynam
model. Resistivity and ion viscosity will enter the ener
balance equations. MRX can also be operated at higher
peraturesTi;Te;30 eV, by lowering the fill pressure.

IV. MRX DIAGNOSTICS

MRX diagnostics consist of internal probes and non
vasive optical systems. Nonaxisymmetric structures ass
ated with reconnection must be located and the intensity
the turbulence measured. Flows in the poloidal and a
muthal directions are expected and these also must be
sured. The low-temperature~,50 eV! and short-pulsed~,1
ms! MRX plasma has the advantage that internal probes
be used routinely. Langmuir probes with triple pins can p
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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vide electron density and temperature data simultaneou
The plasma density measurement has been calibrated
newly developed laser interferometer that measures the
integrated density of the plasma.36 All three components of
the magnetic field can be measured during the reconnec
process. To document the internal magnetic structure of
reconnection in a single shot, a 2-D magnetic probe ar
with a grid size of 4 cm is placed on anR–Z plane~toroidal
cross section! as shown in Fig. 4. The following diagnostic
have been installed already.

Both one-dimensional and 2-D arrays of magne
probes have been used in MRX research. By integrating
cal magnetic-field values at a specific time and in a cert
toroidal plane, one can deduce a poloidal flux plot. Fin
scale probe arrays have been inserted into the current s
region to monitor 2-D sheet current profiles. The grid size
the internal probes varies fromdR55 mm to 4 cm~Fig. 4!.
More than 20 LeCroy Model 2264~4 MHz! digitizers are
available to document evolution of the magnetic-field co
figuration during reconnection and one Transiac Mo
T2001~100 MHz! digitizer is available to explore the band
width of the turbulence spectrum.

Langmuir probes with triple pins can provide electro
density and temperature data simultaneously. A fast swe
ing technique37 has also been applied to obtainI –V double-
probe characteristics with better than 10ms time resolution.
Langmuir probes~which contain double and triple pins! can
map out density profiles on a single and/or multishot ope
tion basis, and they can identify rapid fluctuations in dens
in the 1–10 MHz frequency range near the current sh
region.

Flux loops and Rogowskii coils are used to measure g
bal magnetic parameters, such as total plasma current
poloidal and toroidal flux. The global magnetic helicities c
be deduced from these quantities with help from inter
magnetic probe data.

The Mach probe38,39 is a common plasma diagnostic an

FIG. 4. Cross-sectional view of the MRX diagnostics. Two flux cores
located parallel to each other along a common axis. The magnetic fie
the reconnection area is measured by two 2-D pickup coil arrays. A
illustrated are toroidal and poloidal flux loops and Rogowskii coils to m
sure total plasma flux and current.
1939Yamada et al.
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is based on the same principles as a Langmuir probe.
saturation current is collected on back-to-back negatively
ased collectors, and the difference between the two tra
yields a net local ion flow velocity. Both fluid39 and kinetic40

theories on the interpretation of the probe traces have b
formulated, and we plan to adapt aspects of these theorie
MRX parameters.

A retarding field energy analyzer@~RFEA!, or Faraday
cup# has been built and installed to measure local ion te
perature and plasma flows in the reconnection region.
RFEA is designed to selectively collect ion current as a fu
tion of ion energy by changing the bias electric potent
thus, providing information on the ion velocity distributio
function. Fast sweeping of the bias potential will also p
vide excellent temporal resolution of ion temperature in
single plasma shot. Measurements of Doppler shifts b
spectrometer will provide information on global ion dynam
ics.

The line density is measured with a double pass seco
harmonic interferometer36,41 operating at 1.064 and 0.53
mm with a sensitivity of 531014 cm22. This interferometer
has a 2 mmdiameter beam and is aligned toroidally to t
MRX plasma approximately tangent to the major radius. T
line density is measured at a single time point on each
charge. The fractional fringe shift is measured absolut
but the results are also calibrated with respect to the pres
in a gas cell in the beam path.

V. INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A large amount of quality magnetic reconnection da
has been obtained since MRX device construction was c

FIG. 5. Illustration of ‘‘push’’ and ‘‘pull’’ reconnection in the double an
nular plasma configuration.
1940 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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pleted in the fall of 1995. A Lundquist numberS.700 has
been achieved already in 50–60 kA discharges, and
higher current~100 kA! S.1500 is expected. The start-u
diagnostics include magnetic and Langmuir probes, spect
copy, flux loops, and Rogowskii coils. The initial exper
ments have been carried out in the double annular pla
setup in which two toroidal plasmas with annular cross s
tion are formed independently around two flux cores,34 and
magnetic reconnection is driven in the quadrupole field
shown in Fig. 5. By pulsing currents in the TF coils after
quadrupole poloidal magnetic field has been established
the PF coil currents, plasmas are created around each
core due to poloidal electric fields induced around the co
by inductive formation. At the same time, a common annu
plasma forms outside the two inner plasmas that surround
two flux cores. Thus, the magnetic-field domain can be
vided into three sections: one public section and two priv
sections. The two toroidal plasmas that carry identical tor
dal current with the same or the opposite toroidal field
made to merge to induce reconnection by controlling ex
nal coil currents. After the annular plasmas are created,
PF coil current can be increased or decreased. In the ca
the increasing PF coil current, the poloidal flux in ea
plasma is ‘‘pushed’’ toward the X point~push mode!. In the
case of the decreasing PF coil current, the poloidal flux in
common plasma is ‘‘pulled’’ back toward the X point~pull
mode!, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

Typical wave forms are shown in Fig. 6 for both TF an
PF coil currents. The plasma is formed around the flux co
by induction due to TF coil current fromt5200ms after a
vacuum quadrupole field configuration is established by

FIG. 6. Typical current wave forms for both TF and PF coils energized
capacitor banks with charged voltages of 10 and 8 kV, respectively. The
coil current starts att5120ms, generating a vacuum quadrupole-field co
figuration untilt 5 200ms when a plasma is created by initiation of TF co
current with 6 mTorr fill pressure of H2 gas. The added EF field is 146 G a
the center of the machine. The ‘‘pulling’’ reconnection is driven duringt
5260–320ms by decreasing the PF coil current.
Yamada et al.
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PF coil current. After the plasma diffuses into the publ
region of the quadrupole field~Fig. 5!, the ‘‘pulling’’ recon-
nection is driven duringt5260–320ms by decreasing the
PF coil current. The reconnecting poloidal field is accomp
nied by a toroidal fieldBT ~the third component!, which is
generated by a poloidal current in the public domain wh
the TF coils are connected with the same polarity~co-
helicity!. With the opposite polarity~null–helicity!, no po-
loidal current is generated in the public domain, resulting
negligible toroidal field. The rise time of the TF and PF co
currents can be varied from 20 to 100ms by changing the
coil connections and number of capacitors in each bank.

In the initial experiments the ‘‘pull’’ modes have been
intensively studied with and without the third vector compo
nent ~toroidal or azimuthal direction in Fig. 5! of the mag-
netic field. In both cases, identical amounts of toroidal cu
rents are flowing parallel to each other. While similar 2-
pictures of the reconnection are expected for both cases, t
are quite different in the 3-D picture, as seen in Figs. 1~i! and
1~ii !. For co-helicity merging, the transition of the mergin
angle is gradual and smooth. But in null–helicity mergin

FIG. 7. Time evolution of poloidal flux measured by internal magnet
probes with the conditions shown in Fig. 6. The contours are shown only
positive values of the poloidal flux in 0.5 mWb intervals. Byt5290 ms,
double-Y-shaped and O-shaped diffusion regions are formed in the~a! null–
helicity case and~b! co-helicity case, respectively.
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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the pitch of the field lines changes abruptly at the reconn
tion point. We expect strong plasma acceleration in the
loidal plane as the field lines contract after merging. T
acceleration mechanism has been conjectured in the typ
2-D models.

To document the internal magnetic structure of reco
nection on a single shot, a 2-D magnetic probe array
placed in anR–Z plane or toroidal cross section, as shown
Fig. 4. Plasma parameters are as follows:B50.3–0.6 kG,
Te510–30 eV, and ne50.5–231014 cm23. Figure 7
shows time evolution of the poloidal flux contours obtain
by simply interpolating internal probe signals, assuming a
symmetry~assured by a center conductor placed in the ma
axis!. Two distinctively different shapes of neutral sheet cu
rent layers are identified, depending on the third compone
of the reconnecting magnetic fields. Other operational con
tions are held constant for each discharge. When no m
netic reconnection is induced, a typical X-shape separa
r

FIG. 8. Profile of neutral sheet current in the reconnection region for nu
helicity merging att5300ms with the same conditions shown in Fig. 6.

FIG. 9. Radial profiles of measuredBZ ~denoted by diamonds!, BT ~denoted
by squares!, field line angle~Q! with respect to theZ axis, and toroidal
current density across the current sheet atZ50 in ~a! null–helicity and~b!
co-helicity cases with the same conditions shown in Fig. 6.
1941Yamada et al.
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FIG. 10. Time evolution of measuredBZ profiles~a! and their correspondingj T profiles~b! during null–helicity reconnection with the same conditions sho
in Fig. 6, except the charging voltages are raised to 12 and 10 kV for TF and PF coils, respectively, and accordingly the EF field at the center of th
is raised to 182 G.
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region is observed, as seen att 5 260ms in both Figs. 7~a!
and 7~b!. As the poloidal flux is driven toward the diffusio
region, a neutral sheet is formed. Without the third com
nent ~null–helicity reconnection!, a thin double Y-shaped
diffusion region is clearly identified@Fig. 7~a!#. In the pres-
ence of an appreciable third component~co-helicity recon-
nection!, an O-shaped sheet current appears@Fig. 7~b!#. This
O-point current channel grows into a spheromak configu
tion. To the best of our knowledge, this is the clearest
perimental documentation of different current sheets,
shapes of which depend on the third component of the m
ing fields. The neutral current sheet in the null–helic
merging case is much narrower than in the co-helicity me
ing case.

It is found that merging of null–helicity plasmas occu
much faster than merging of the co-helicity plasmas, wh
confirms the earlier data obtained in the global plasma m
1942 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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ing experiments on TS-328–31. The local features of counter
helicity merging in TS-3 are equivalent to null–helicity re
connection in MRX. A cause of the observed fas
reconnection for null–helicity merging has been attributed
the effects of the toroidal magnetic-field pressure. When t
plasmas of parallel toroidal fields are brought together, a n
equilibrium is formed among the toroidal-field pressure~out-
ward!, poloidal-field pressure~attracting force!, and the
plasma pressure~outward!. For the merging of plasmas with
antiparallel fields without the third~toroidal! field compo-
nent, the attracting force becomes so dominant that rec
nection is accelerated, while the toroidal-field pressure slo
down reconnection in the case of co-helicity merging. W
note that the existence of the toroidal field makes the plas
less compressible leading to a slower reconnection r
Without toroidal-field pressure in the null–helicity case, t
Yamada et al.
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plasma is seen to be compressed by a measured density
file that sharpens during reconnection.

The current density deduced from the measured pro
of the magnetic field for the same sequence of shots prov
the profile of a neutral sheet current,j T . Figure 8 presents a
nearly symmetrical profile of the neutral sheet current
duced in null–helicity reconnection, which is always mu
narrower than that of the cohelicity merging case.

To measure accurately the width of the neutral shee
very fine scale internal probe array in which microscale m
netic probes are placed with 5 mm spacing fromR
532–42 cm is inserted into the MRX plasma. The time ev
lution of BZ gives the radial profile evolution of the neutr
sheet current, based onj T ' ]BZ /]R since]BR /]Z'0 at the
plane of symmetry (Z50) for the null–helicity case. Figure
9 presents the radial profiles ofBZ , BT , j T , and pitch-of-
field lines for co-helicity and null–helicity reconnection. I
the null–helicity case,BT is almost zero, resulting in an
abrupt transition of the pitch-of-field lines~Q! at the recon-
nection point, while in the co-helicity case,BT is on the order
of BZ, resulting in a gradual change ofQ overR, as indi-
cated in Figs. 1~b-i! and 1~b-ii!, respectively. In the co-
helicity case, thej T profile is broad with a width on the orde
of 10 cm. In the null–helicity case, one observes a steep
ing of the magnetic-field slope at the diffusion region an
therefore, a sharp neutral sheet current. The thickness of
current sheet is seen to be as narrow as 1 cm, which is
same order as the ion gyro-radius,r i , assumingTi 5 Te . It is
observed that the thickness is inversely proportional toBZ

which can be explained by the dependence ofr i onBZ. It is
also interesting to note thatBZ data fit very well, if not
uniquely, toBZ} arctan@(R2R0)/R0# 1b(R2R0), leading toa
Lorentzian profile ofj T } 1/@(R2 R0)

2 1 a2# 1 c. Figure 10
shows a typical high current discharge in the null–helic
case in which the steepening of theBZ profile and the sharp
ening of the neutral current sheet profile is clearly observ
A highly peaked density profile with a maximum value
;1 3 1014 cm23 and a moderately peakedTe profile with a
maximum value of;15 eV have been measured by Lan
muir probes. In the co-helicity case relatively flat dens
~;0.53 1013 cm23! andTe ~;10 eV! profiles are observed

Since classical 2-D reconnection models do not exp
itly take into account the effects of the third magnetic-fie
component nor plasma compressibility, a quantitative co
parison of the observed reconnection rate with theoret
values is not straightforward. It is observed that in the co
licity case, the reconnection velocity is three times slow
than that in the null–helicity case. Quantitative comparis
of experimental results to the leading theories will be carr
out in the next few years of intensive research on MRX.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In summary, we have constructed the MRX device
investigate the fundamental physics of magnetic reconn
tion in a well-controlled laboratory setting. In the initial ex
periments, we have identified two distinctively differe
shapes of the diffusion region, which includes the curr
sheet, during co-helicity and null–helicity merging. The f
miliar 2-D feature, a sharp double-Y-shaped diffusion
Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 4, No. 5, May 1997
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gime, is identified when there is no axial magnetic fie
~third vector component!. The thickness of this current laye
is found to be on the order of the ion gyro-radius~1–2 cm!
and decreases as we increase the magnetic field. In cohe
merging with sizable axial field, an O-shaped diffusion r
gion appears growing to 20–30 cm and the reconnection
decreases substantially, which is attributed to the toroid
field pressure and the incompressibility of plasma. The ty
cal speed of reconnecting flux surfaces for null–helic
merging (6–83 105 cm/s) is about three times faster tha
that for co-helicity merging (2–33 105 cm/s). However,
both speeds are still substantially smaller than the Alfv´n
speed of 4–63 106 cm/s. A plausible explanation for th
observed difference in the shapes of the diffusion region
as follows. A toroidal current channel is formed in the ne
tral sheet region during the reconnection process. Closed
surfaces are expected to exist in the co-helicity case du
the existence ofBT . WhenBT/BZ exceeds a certain value
the plasma confined in the closed flux surfaces is stable
to an absolute minimumB configuration. On the other hand
flux surfaces do not exist in the null–helicity case due to
absence ofBT , which inhibits stable island growth. Even i
the co-helicity case, ifBT is small (BT/BZ & 1), the island is
unstable resulting in a thin sheet current which is driven
incoming and oppositely directed magnetic fields. Intere
ingly, this result is consistent with previous results obtain
in an electron MHD plasma where ions were n
magnetized.42

The experiments have found that magnetic reconnec
depends on the merging angle of the field lines, even if
poloidal-field components are kept constant. In co-helic
merging, the merging angle changes gradually through
reconnection region, while it changes abruptly in nul
helicity merging. The quantitative dependence of the rec
nection rate on the merging angle of the field lines will
investigated in the immediate future.

The results from MRX and TS-3 experiments,29,30

namely that counter-helicity reconnection proceeds fa
than co-helicity reconnection, are consistent with the gen
observation in the dayside magnetopause, in which so
ward IMF reconnect much faster with the earth’s dipole fie
~northward! than northward IMF.12,14 Patchy reconnection
geometry, where plasmas initially contact at a point inste
of along a line, has yet to be studied in a laboratory plas
We are planning to install experimental visualization tec
niques aided by local 3-D probe arrays to investigate 3
magnetic reconnection phenomena.

Although we have observed similarly structured curre
sheets in four toroidal locations~along the third field com-
ponent! in the MRX, a more detailed study is yet to be ca
ried out to determine under what conditions symmetry bre
ing occurs in the structure~particularly in the toroidal
direction!. This study would lead to the next stage of o
research: study of the dependence of the reconnection ra
global boundary conditions. In upcoming MRX research,
also plan to investigate~1! how global MHD forces deter-
mine the profiles of neutral current sheets and/or reconn
tion dynamics, and~2! how magnetic energy, initially re-
1943Yamada et al.
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leased as hydromagnetic flows, is transformed into plas
kinetic energy.
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